cur on length scales far below those that are currently accessible. The most promising approach is to look not for small effects at relatively large length scales, but for large effects at the smallest possible length scales, where gravity is predicted to be strong. These probes are equally powerful for any $n$. For low $n$, they are superseded by those discussed above, but for large $n$, they provide the leading experimental tests.

Perhaps the most remarkable possibility for testing large $n$ has been the realization that if gravity is strong at $10^{-19}$ m, tiny black holes may form in high-energy particle collisions (5–8). The formation of a black hole is expected when a large mass or, equivalently, a large energy is concentrated in a small volume (9, 10). In the conventional 3D world, gravity is so weak that the required energy density is never achieved in observable particle collisions. However, if large extra dimensions exist and gravity is intrinsically strong, very high energy particles occasionally pass close enough to each other to trigger gravitational collapse, forming microscopic black holes. Like conventional black holes, these black holes are expected to emit “Hawking radiation,” which leads to the evaporation of the black holes. In contrast to the astrophysical variety, however, they are tiny, with diameters on the order of $10^{-19}$ m, and evaporate explosively after only $10^{27}$ s.

Today’s particle colliders are not sufficiently energetic to produce microscopic black holes. However, ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays have been observed to collide with particles in Earth’s atmosphere with center-of-mass energies that are 100 times those available at human-made colliders. The ultrahigh-energy neutrinos that are expected to accompany these cosmic rays may create microscopic black holes. Although these black holes are extremely short-lived and hence impossible to detect directly, their explosive evaporations produce events with unusual properties (7, 8). The fact that no such events have been observed so far places strong constraints on large extra dimensions, but does not yet exclude these scenarios altogether (11).

The search for large extra dimensions will intensify. The currently operating Antarctic Muon and Neutrino Detector Array and its successor IceCube are kilometer-scale cosmic neutrino detectors buried deep in the Antarctic ice. The Auger Observatory, consisting of water Cerenkov detectors covering a 3000-km$^2$ area in the high desert of Argentina, will also begin operation in 2 to 3 years. These large projects will provide enhanced sensitivity to the putative microscopic black holes (12, 13). The Large Hadron Collider, currently under construction in Geneva, will provide an even higher sensitivity to large extra dimensions.

If no anomalous effects are seen in these ambitious projects, the possibility of large extra dimensions will be excluded. If seen and confirmed, however, these effects will provide the first evidence for strong gravity and a radically new view of spacetime.
Perspectives

destabilizing force of the specialist predator and the stabilizing effects of three generalist predators. The three generalist predators focus their predation on the lemmings only when populations of these rodents reach high densities. There is such a tight relationship between predator and prey that, as indeed the authors argue, these population fluctuations can be understood without having to invoke food availability, competition, or social interactions. In contrast, the noncyclic lemming populations in Arctic Canada appear to be trapped in a “generalist predator pit” where a complex guild of predators prohibits any increases in the lemming population (3). Taken together, such biogeographic comparisons provide critical insights into how the consequences of predator-prey (or, more generally, consumer-resource) interactions are affected by embedding in diverse food webs—that is, how predator-prey interactions are influenced by further consumer or competitive interactions (6, 7).

Of course, there is a difference between consistency of models and biological ground truth. The next step in the study of the collared lemmings is to use experimental manipulation of the rates of lemming predation to test the hypothesis mooted by Gilg and colleagues [e.g., (8, 9)]. Such experimental manipulations will provide a test of the theory and will reveal how to further refine the theoretical model. Sadly, ecologists rarely have the resources to “grasp the nettle” and go for such large-scale experiments. The issue for field biologists has been a tradeoff between replication of treatment and sufficient scale to ensure successful manipulation of the mechanism. Population-level experiments need to ensure that such manipulations result in effective changes in the putative ecological mechanism controlling cyclic dynamics. It could be argued that “appropriate-scaled” field experiments are logistically difficult and may have fiscal constraints that compromise the goal of effective treatment and appropriate data replication. There is some truth in this. However, even with low data replication, we can test such experiments against models and distinguish between competing hypotheses. After all, true independence of study sites is virtually impossible, as, according to the ecologist Stephen Ellner, “nature itself is just one unreplicated realization of a large stochastic process.”

Elegant manipulations of predation have been undertaken in other cyclic rodent populations but have resulted in divergent conclusions (10–12). These experiments illustrate the scientific complexities that have faced the “vole stranglers” for decades. The theories are sound and developed, the hypotheses are elegant, and the predictions are clean. At times, however, researchers have been tempted by the Popperian approach of hypothesis falsification and with one experimental falsification have “thrown a general hypothesis out with local idiosyncrasies.” A clear illustration of geographic differences regarding causes of population cycles is provided by northern European grouse. Experimental studies have identified parasites (an extreme specialist) (9, 13) and territorial behavior (14) as forces that destabilize host abundance in the British Isles. Yet there is also evidence that predation by the specialist gyrfalcon drives the cyclic fluctuations of grouse in Iceland (rock ptarmigan) (15). To understand the cycles of boreal and arctic lemmings, we sorely need more field experiments and an analysis that quantifies the changes in predator-prey interactions resulting from such field manipulations. An ultimate meta-analysis of these experiments will resolve the final question about lemming cycles: Does the same mechanism account for all cyclic lemming populations, and if not, why not?

These complexities aside, Gilg et al. (1) demonstrate how a simple (“few-species”) clockwork predator-prey interaction results in spectacular lemming cycles in northeastern Greenland, and how rodent dynamics are regulated in a top-down manner. Because most rodent species are found in widely divergent environments and are embedded in complex food webs involving competitors and resources, extrapolating the Gilg et al. findings to other cyclic rodent populations is probably unwise. However, if we turn from the apparent simplicity of high arctic ecosystems to arguably one of the most complex predator-prey ecosystems in the world—the Serengeti plains of Tanzania in East Africa—we start to see some interesting patterns. A recent study (16) provides evidence that the abundance of small herbivores in tropical Africa is determined principally through top-down predation, whereas the larger herbivores are regulated by limited resources in a bottom-up process. We are now well on the road to explaining biogeographic variations in abundance and dynamics through species interactions and embedding in ecosystems, the sort of questions Elton was asking some 80 years ago when he first described the cyclic dynamics of small mammal populations.
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